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1. It�s Difficult to Maintain Cleanliness in a Gas
Distribution System

Current semiconductor manufacturing requires ultra-high purity
(UHP) gases.  Gas suppliers have developed the capability to
produce gases with part per billion levels of impurities.  Ultra-high
purity gases are so pure that the weak link in gas delivery is often
the gas distribution equipment.  This equipment includes such
components as piping, valves, filters, purifiers, mass flow control-
lers (MFC�s), pressure regulators, pressure transducers, flow
switches, and safety monitors.

To minimize contamination, cleanliness requirements for gas
distribution equipment have increased.  Specialty materials of
construction (316L VIM/VAR, Elgiloy, Hastelloy)1  and expen-
sive surface finishing techniques (electropolishing, oxygen passiva-
tion, and chromium-rich passivation) are used.  Tube bending is
done reluctantly because of stress-related defects that cause con-
tamination, and this necessitates welding fittings onto tubes.
Welding adds expense, and welding processes are further compli-
cated by the need to minimize the heat-affected zone�s exposure to
oxygen.  All UHP gas distribution components are precision
cleaned and assembled in a Class 100 or better cleanroom.  Further-
more, there is little standardization of component sizes and inter-
faces, although a major thrust is underway to standardize various
engineering features [1, 2].  These factors contribute to high cost
and prevent the semiconductor industry from using more widely
available gas conveying componentry. Continued on Page 3
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continued on page 4

Cost is now becoming a key driver in purchasing decisions for gas distribution equipment.  Hence, a tool
for performing rigorous cost analysis is needed.  In the semiconductor industry, the most commonly used
tool for equipment lifetime cost analysis is Cost of Ownership (COO).  This paper presents a COO model for
gas distribution equipment.  The model used the standard COO equations as defined in SEMI E35-95A [3].
Results are shown for gas sticks on a few process tools in a hypothetical 300mm wafer fab running 250nm
design rule.

2. COO Model Development

The building block of a gas distribution system is a gas stick.  This is an assembly of components that
usually includes pressure and flow control, filtration, and valving.  A process tool contains anywhere from
four to forty sticks.  Manifold boxes, isolation boxes, and other types of gas boxes feed these sticks.  They
are, in turn, fed by specialty gas cylinder cabinets or bulk gas storage tanks, all of which contain components
and sticks.  Most fabs have several thousand gas sticks.

When a component in a process tool gas box fails, the following scenario unfolds.  Production shuts the
tool down and releases it to Maintenance.  Maintenance removes the suspect component (or stick) and
obtains a replacement per some maintenance agreement.  The replacement component (or stick) arrives and
is installed.  The system is leak checked and purged, and the tool is released to Production.  Production runs
a test wafer to validate that the tool is within specification, and returns the tool to service.  The entire proce-
dure takes anywhere from six to twenty-four hours.  Fab throughput is impacted, and if the failure was due
to corrosion, particle shedding may have caused die yield loss.

The work presented here captured costs associated with installing, operating, and maintaining a process
tool gas box.  To �normalize� the results, one gas stick in the box is modeled.  COO for a given process tool
gas box is simply the product of COO for one stick and the number of sticks in the box.

Figure 1 shows the gas stick used in this analysis.  All components except the filter and MFC are treated as
capital with a useful life equal to the stick life, which is five years for this analysis [3, 5].  The filter and
MFC are treated as consumables.  A filter life of five years was used for all cases based on lifetimes adver-
tised by filter manufacturers.  This means that in our hypothetical stick the filter is never replaced.  How-
ever, it is treated as a consumable for depreciation purposes.  The MFC life was varied from six months to
five years.  This range is representative based on conversations with various industry experts.  Maintenance
is done only when a component fails.  All cases are built around the scenario of MFC failure.  Two mainte-
nance philosophies are considered:  (1) only the MFC is replaced, and (2) the entire stick is replaced.  All
cases represent a fab line running 300mm wafers with 250nm design rule.  Equipment specifications were
taken from the I300I Equipment Performance Metrics [5].  Typical component prices were used.  The
maintenance procedure represents the �best practice� of a gas box assembler [6].  Tables I and II list inputs
to the model.

SUHVVXUH�UHJXODWRU ILOWHU

��ZD\�SQHXPDWLF�YDOYH

��ZD\�PDQXDO�YDOYH

SUHVVXUH�WUDQVGXFHU

PDVV�IORZ�FRQWUROOHU

��ZD\�SQHXPDWLF�YDOYH

Figure 1.  Gas stick modeled.

COO Model... cont. from page 1
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Some costs that are normally included in a COO analysis were not included in this analysis.  Environmental
Safety Health (ESH) permits and ESH impacts were excluded, as was transportation.  Utilities, insurance, and
property tax were zero per I300I Equipment Performance Metrics [5].  The model assumes that there are no
annual training costs associated with gas boxes.  Salaries for administration and contract labor are excluded
[5].  Also, the cost of purge gas was excluded since it is very small.  Purge gas is nearly always UHP nitro-
gen, which is usually generated on-site or delivered in large quantities.  The amount consumed for purging
during gas box maintenance is negligible relative to other uses and does not affect the total fab requirement.
Hence, purge gas is essentially free.  The cost of the process gas was also excluded since it is process recipe
specific.

Table I.  Inputs to the COO Model.

This table contains values for those inputs that are common for all cases.  Inputs that vary with case have a
check mark in the last column.  Values for these inputs are listed in Table II.

&DWHJRU\ 3DUDPHWHU 9DOXH 8QLWV √�LI
9DULDEOH

5HOLDELOLW\ 6FKHGXOHG�0DLQWHQDQFH�'RZQWLPH ���� KUV��ZHHN
$YDLODELOLW\ 0HDQ�7LPH�7R�7HVW ���� KUV��WHVW
0DLQWDLQDELOLW\�'DWD 0HDQ�7LPH�%HWZHHQ�)DLOXUH √

$YHUDJH�5HVSRQVH�7LPH ���� KUV�
0HDQ�7LPH�7R�5HSDLU ���� KUV�
&RVW�WR�3URGXFWLRQ�SHU�)DLOXUH�(YHQW ��� ��HYHQW
0HDQ�7LPH�7R�5HVWDUW�3URGXFWLRQ ���� KUV�
)DE�3URGXFWLRQ�&RVW�SHU�)DLOXUH √

)LQDQFLDO�,QSXWV ,QWHUHVW�5DWH ��� �
,QIODWLRQ�5DWH ��� �

%XUGHQHG�6DODULHV�DQG (QJLQHHULQJ ������� ��\U�
/DERU�5DWHV 6XSHUYLVLRQ ������� ��\U�

2SHUDWRU �� ��KU�
0DLQWHQDQFH �� ��KU�

6FKHGXOHG�3URGXFWLRQ +RXUV�<HDU ���� KUV�

6\VWHP�3URYH�,Q�&RVWV (QJLQHHULQJ�(IIRUW ��� KUV�
0DLQWHQDQFH�(IIRUW ��� KUV�
2SHUDWRU�(IIRUW ��� KUV�
0DWHULDOV�&RQVXPHG ��� �
2QH�7LPH�2SSRUWXQLW\�&RVWV √

2WKHU *DV�VWLFN�FDSLWDO�FRVW ����� �
*DV�VWLFN�H[SHQVH�FRVW ����� �
'HSUHFLDEOH�/LIH � \UV�
)ORRU�6SDFH�5HQW ����� ��IW��PRQWK
)ORRU�6SDFH�5HTXLUHG ����� IW�

3UH�3XUFKDVHG�,QYHQWRU\�RI�&RPSRQHQWV √
6XSSOLHV � �
&RQVXPDEOH�3DUWV √

COO Model ... cont. from page 3

Continued on Page 5
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&DWHJRU\ 3DUDPHWHU 9DOXH 8QLWV &DVH

5HOLDELOLW\
$YDLODELOLW\
0DLQWDLQDELOLW\
'DWD

0HDQ�7LPH
%HWZHHQ�)DLOXUH

������
������

KUV� ��\U��0)&�OLIH
��\U��0)&�OLIH

)DE�3URGXFWLRQ�&RVW
SHU�)DLOXUH

���
���
���
���
�����

��KU� R[LGH�HWFK
WKHUPDO�GLIIXVLRQ�IXUQDFH
SRO\�HWFK
WXQJVWHQ�&9'
0H9�LRQ�LPSODQW

6\VWHP�3URYH�,Q
&RVWV

2QH�7LPH
2SSRUWXQLW\�&RVWV

���
���
�����
�����
�����

� R[LGH�HWFK
WKHUPDO�GLIIXVLRQ�IXUQDFH
SRO\�HWFK
WXQJVWHQ�&9'
0H9�LRQ�LPSODQW

2WKHU 3UH�3XUFKDVHG
,QYHQWRU\�RI
&RPSRQHQWV

��
��
���
��

��\U� ��\U��0)&�OLIH��0)&�RQO\�UHSODFHG
��\U��0)&�OLIH��0)&�RQO\�UHSODFHG
��\U��0)&�OLIH��HQWLUH�JDV�VWLFN�UHSODFHG
��\U��0)&�OLIH��HQWLUH�JDV�VWLFN�UHSODFHG

&RQVXPDEOH�3DUWV �����
���
�����
���

��\U� ��\U��0)&�OLIH��0)&�RQO\�UHSODFHG
��\U��0)&�OLIH��0)&�RQO\�UHSODFHG
��\U��0)&�OLIH��HQWLUH�JDV�VWLFN�UHSODFHG
��\U��0)&�OLIH��HQWLUH�JDV�VWLFN�UHSODFHG

Table II.  Inputs to the COO Model That Differ with Case.

COO Model ... cont. from page 4

3. Results

The COO is dissected for one case (tungsten CVD tool, two year MFC life, only the MFC is replaced) to
explain the calculations.  For other cases, only the total COO over the five year life is presented.  Table III
shows the cost breakdown for the dissected case.  Annual costs sum to give total COO.  These break out into
fixed, variable, and one-time prove-in costs.  Fixed costs are a small percentage of COO (8%), as are one-
time prove-in costs (10%).  The latter consist mainly of the opportunity cost associated with qualifying the
gas box after installation.  This cost is probably not realized in most cases since gas box qualification could
be done simultaneously with other tool qualifications.  Variable cost, about 80%, is the largest component of
COO.  Two categories account for almost all of the variable cost.  These are consumables and cost to pro-
duction due to system failure.  In this model, most of the cost to production due to system failure is the
opportunity cost of downtime.  Die yield loss, which could be caused by particle shedding from a failed gas
box component, would also show up in cost to production.  However, this model did not include die yield
loss due to lack of data.  Production cost alone is 60% of COO, while consumables are 20%.  Production
cost is a function of response time, repair time, time to run and inspect a test wafer, tool throughput, and
value of the wafer at that point in the process.

Continued on Page 6
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COO Model... cont. from page 5

Table III.  Itemized Costs for One Case.

This case is for a gas stick on a tungsten CVD process tool in a fab line running 300mm wafers
with 250 nm design rule.  The MFC life is 2 years.

$QQXDO�&RVW����\U�
<HDU�� <HDU�� <HDU�� <HDU�� <HDU��

),;('�&2676
'HSUHFLDWLRQ ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
)ORRU�VSDFH�UHQW �� �� �� �� ��
727$/�),;('�&2676 ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

9$5,$%/(�&2676
0DLQWHQDQFH�6XSSO\�&RVWV

5HSODFHPHQW�SDUWV �� �� ��� ��� ���
6XSSOLHV � � � � �
&RQVXPDEOHV ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

&RVW�WR�3URGXFWLRQ�'XH�WR�)DLOXUH ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
,QWHUHVW ��� ��� �� �� ��
727$/�9$5,$%/(�&2676 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

21(�7,0(�3529(�,1�&2676
(QJLQHHULQJ�(IIRUW �� Q�D Q�D Q�D Q�D
0DLQWHQDQFH�(IIRUW �� Q�D Q�D Q�D Q�D
2SHUDWRU�(IIRUW �� Q�D Q�D Q�D Q�D
0DWHULDOV�&RQVXPHG ��� Q�D Q�D Q�D Q�D
2QH�WLPH�2SSRUWXQLW\�&RVWV ����� Q�D Q�D Q�D Q�D
727$/�21(�7,0(�3529(�,1�&2676 ����� Q�D Q�D Q�D Q�D

727$/�&22 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Table IV shows COO for other cases.  Note that the COO�s are for one stick only, so COO for the
gas box would be several times these numbers.  As Table IV shows, COO is highly dependent on
wafer throughput of the tool.  Wafer throughput dictates cost to production due to system failure,
all other things being equal, and cost to production is the single largest component of COO.

Table IV.  Five Year COO for Various Cases.

All of these cases assume that if the process tool goes down, it impacts total fab production by 0.0053 times
the fab output.

&DVH 7RRO�7KURXJKSXW )LYH�<HDU�&22�SHU�*DV�6WLFN
ZDIHUV�KRXU � ��ZDIHU

0)&�2QO\�5HSODFHG
WXQJVWHQ�&9'����\U��0)&�OLIH �� ������ ������
R[LGH�HWFK����\U��0)&�OLIH �� ������ ������
WKHUPDO�GLIIXVLRQ�IXUQDFH����\U��0)&�OLIH �� ������ ������
SRO\�HWFK����\U��0)&�OLIH �� ������ ������
WXQJVWHQ�&9'����\U��0)&�OLIH �� ������ ������
0H9�LRQ�LPSODQW����\U��0)&�OLIH ��� ������ ������

(QWLUH�*DV�6WLFN�5HSODFHG
WXQJVWHQ�&9'����\U��0)&�OLIH �� ������ ������

Continued on Page 7
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Figure 2.  Relationship between bottleneck factor and opportunity cost.
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The results in Tables III and IV and the inputs in Table II assume that the impact on fab throughput of a
tool going down is the same for all tools.  In reality, this is not true.  If the tool that is down is the bottleneck
tool, then it impacts fab throughput by 1.0 times its throughput.  Otherwise, the factor is less than 1.0.  This
factor is called the �bottleneck factor.�  For the results shown in Tables III and IV, the bottleneck factor was
0.0053 for all tools (this number was derived from various discussions with fab factory planners).  Results
for other bottleneck factors are shown below.

The product of bottleneck factor, wafer throughput, and value of incoming wafer gives the opportunity
cost of downtime for the particular tool.  With a bottleneck factor of 0.0053 and an incoming wafer value of
$1,422, the opportunity costs for the oxide etch, WCVD, and MeV ion implant tools are $226/hr., $678/hr.,
and $1,281/hr., respectively.  The relationship between bottleneck factor and opportunity cost is shown in
Fig. 2.  As expected, the opportunity cost of downtime for a tool increases with wafer throughput for a
given bottleneck factor.  The analysis presented in this paper was done using I300I Equipment Performance
Metrics [5], which fixes the value of the incoming wafer at $1,422 and hence places the system very far to
the left on Fig. 2.  In practice, many tools will have a much higher value of incoming wafer and thus a
higher opportunity cost of downtime.

COO Model... cont. from page 6

In practice, most fab production personnel do not know the bottleneck factor for a given tool.  However,
they usually know the opportunity cost of downtime for the tool.  To make the model results widely appli-
cable, the calculations were done with a range of opportunity costs.  Additionally, the MFC life was made a
parameter and varied from 6 months to five years.  Figure 3 shows these results.  If the opportunity cost of a
particular tool is known, then the COO for a given MFC life can be obtained from Fig. 3.

Continued on Page 8
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Continued on Page 9

Replacement of the entire gas stick has only an additional COO of $1,572 for any of the two year MFC life
cases, regardless of process tool.  The COO difference is independent of tool type because replacing the
entire gas stick affects only the gas stick cost, and this is independent of the model parameter that differenti-
ates tool types.  The COO difference associated with replacing the entire gas stick is even less for a five year
MFC life.  For this analysis, the difference is $1,014.  The rationale behind replacing the entire stick is that, if
corrosion causes one component to fail, then there is likely corrosion in other components that has not yet
manifested itself.  By replacing the entire stick, another failure event is avoided.  The model was used to
calculate the increase in MTBF needed to give a zero COO difference between replacing only the MFC and
replacing the entire stick.  For a two-year MFC life, this increase is 1,850 hours, or 77 days.

Conclusions

One can draw several conclusions from this analysis.  First, reducing component price has a relatively small
impact on COO (a few percentage points), although this impact increases as the component life increases.
Hence, manufacturing process improvements and lean production systems that reduce component costs
represent incremental improvements.  Second, improving component reliability has the most impact on COO.
Increasing gas stick life from two to five years has a 200% impact on COO.  Third, reducing downtime
associated with maintenance can greatly reduce COO (by up to 60%).  Ways to reduce downtime include:
(1) reduce the time needed to purge after component replacement; (2) provide easier access to the gas box
and components in it; (3) standardize component dimensions and interfaces to reduce component installation
time; (4) develop new fitting designs that eliminate line twisting problems with existing face seal fittings; and
(5) eliminate the test wafer.

Figure 3.  Gas stick COO sensitivity to opportunity cost of downtime and MFC life.
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COO Model... cont. from page 7
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COO Model... cont. from page 8
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Factory Explorer v2.5
Released January 15, 1999

WWK is pleased to announce the latest release of Factory Explorer, its integrated capacity, cost, and
simulation analysis tool. Starting with this release, the Factory Explorer analysis engines are available as
distinct modules, so you can start with just the modules you need, and add power as you need it! This latest
release also includes a variety of useful enhancements, including:

Ø The new Scheduling Worksheet (output analysis) shows a complete list of all simulated factory events,
including lot dispatch. With this worksheet, Factory Explorer users can perform detailed analysis and
planning of lot-by-lot and tool-by-tool factory schedules.

Ø The new Lots Worksheet (input models) simplifies the process of specifying an initial WIP state for the
factory, and of specifying exact lot releases into the factory over time. The companion WIP Snapshot
Worksheet (output analysis) provides a detailed list of WIP in the system at the end of each analysis
period.

Ø The new WIP & Cycle Time by Operation Chart (output analysis) allows quick identification of the
areas within process flows that contribute most heavily to WIP and cycle time.

Ø The new Tool Group Setups Worksheet (output analysis) shows detailed setup-related statistics, for use
in setup analysis and reduction efforts.

Ø The Factory Summary Worksheet now displays a variety of on-time completion statistics, including the
number of tardy and non-tardy lots, the average tardiness for tardy lots, and the average cycle time for
tardy and non-tardy lots.

Ø New cost-related input parameters and cost-related calculations make it easier to perform sophisticated
financial analyses, and to match the results of these analyses against legacy standard-cost systems.

Ø New input parameters make it easier than ever to model a host of sophisticated factory operations,
including setup rules, within-process lot-splitting, and lot routing.

Ø Enhanced customization interface makes it possible to build your own advanced dispatch rules, and to
gather custom output statistics. $
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Driven by customer response, WWK has released the latest version
of Factory Commander�.  The v2.3 release contains numerous
enhancements and represents yet another milestone in Cost and
Resource Evaluation modeling capability.  Managers in the IC, FPD,
solar panel, disk drive and other electronic component manufacturing
industries can quickly and accurately evaluate their strategic and
tactical options.

Features added in this release provide an even greater ability to
model a wide variety of real-world situations.  Some of the key
features include user definable depreciation schedules, TWO COOL®
database import capability, and a greater flexibility for modeling
overhead or non-production costs.

User definable depreciation schedules apply to tool and building capital expenditures.  This feature enables
a better representation of capital depreciation with regard to government or corporate accounting standards.
In addition to straight-line methods, non-linear depreciation methods, such as double-declining balance, can
be created and applied to individual equipment groups, the building shell cost, or facility implementation
costs.

Data from TWO COOL® (WWK�s cost of ownership software) can be imported into Factory Com-
mander�.  This routine enables a majority of TWO COOL® cost of ownership model data to be directly
ported to Factory Commander�, enabling factory models to be quickly created/updated without manual data
conversion or re-input.  Data includes tool expenditure and implementation costs, material, consumable &
supply usage and costs (based either on annual or per wafer consumption rates), tool availability, floor space
usage, tool utility and maintenance costs, and labor groups (operators, maintenance, engineers, and supervi-
sors) and their input quantities.

Overhead and non-production cost categories can now be modeled by one or more of the following cost
drivers: Total Cost, Production Cost, Revenue, Headcount, Units Started, Units Outs, and Floor Space.
These drivers are independent for each overhead cost category defined.

Some of the other functionality and interface enhancements include�

« Indirect labor groups, such as supervisors or process engineers, can now be assigned to individual
equipment groups enabling these labor groups to be modeled as a function of tool system count.

« Maintenance labor can be assigned to individual equipment groups based on downtime and on a shift by
shift basis.  This enables additional flexibility to model maintenance technicians as a function of a tool�s
scheduled and unscheduled downtime.

« An alternative method has been added for allocating the factory-level costs (i.e.: building shell, facility
implementation and facility operation & maintenance) to the equipment groups based on floor space
usage.

« Factory, Building and Sector data can now each be exported from and imported into the program via
spreadsheets.

« Dates in Factory Commander� can be defined in one of seven different formats that conform to the
different international standards: American (mm/dd/yyyy), ANSI (yyyy.mm.dd), British/French (dd/mm/
yyyy), German (dd.mm.yyyy), Italian (dd-mm-yyyy), Japan/Taiwan (yyyy/mm/dd), and USA (mm-dd-
yyyy).

Factory Commander� is the best choice for your factory�s cost/resource evaluations needs.  Let Factory
Commander� reduce the confusion of manufacturing costs and show you the way to increased profitability.
For additional information contact Wright Williams & Kelly at 925-485-5711.

Factory Commander� Version 2.3 Released
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Integrating Targeted Cycle-Time Reduction
Into the Capital Planning Process

Continued on Page 12

ing performance measures. The
foremost performance measure for
any semiconductor company is the
manufacturing facility�s (fab)
cycle time. The process studied
here is the manufacturing of
wafers to make disc drive heads.
The reentrant wafer process has
more than 400 complex steps
across 100 advanced tools with
random uptime and processing
times. Continuous process im-
provement and the introduction of
new technology have led to
shorter product life cycles, while
simultaneously making the wafer
manufacturing process more
complex.  Shorter product life
cycle times have also made it
necessary to reduce the wafer
cycle times while maintaining the
same level of production capacity.
Many benefits may be attributed
to reduced cycle times, including
shorter learning curves, reduced
scrap, and general process im-
provement (Nemoto et. al., 1996.
Potti and Mason, 1997).  This
paper outlines a capacity planning
methodology formulated to
include cycle time objectives in
the capital purchasing procedure,
using both simulation and static
capacity analysis.

Simple spreadsheets are useful
for analyzing capacity quickly.
However, they cannot accurately
assess cycle time repercussions.
Another modeling approach is that
of analytical queuing network
models (AQNM).  These models
can provide quick estimates of
steady state results regarding total
system output and average re-
source utilization.  They can be
invaluable in making fast turn

around decisions and in screening
alternative scenarios.  Another
benefit to AQNM models is that
they require a relatively small
number of data inputs. However,
some drawbacks exist. Unlike
simulation models, which provide
transient state results, AQNM
models usually analyze the system
under �steady state� conditions.
They also generally require
limiting assumptions about the
system characteristics like rework,
reentrant flow (multiple visits to
the same tool group), and non-
exponential random failures.
Such dynamic and detailed
analysis requires the use of
discrete event simulation. There-
fore, this paper does not discuss
AQNM models further. Interested
readers are referred to research
papers by Suri and Diehl (1988)
and Suri et.  al., (1993) for more
information.

In most static capacity models,
excess capacity of 10% to 30% is
maintained across all equipment
groups to fulfill cycle time objec-
tives. This �brute force proce-
dure� of installing excess buffer
capacity at all the tool groups is in
practice a very costly method of
ensuring low cycle times. A more
cost-effective method is to first
plan a tool set with a smaller
buffer of slack capacity across all
equipment groups, and then
purchase high cycle time contribu-
tion tools to reduce overall fab
cycle time. This method does not
guarantee a mathematically
�optimal� cycle time (best cycle
time for lowest cost). For Seagate,
however, it has rendered an
acceptable cycle time at a much

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the develop-
ment and application of an integrated
static capacity and dynamic simula-
tion analysis methodology for
purchasing equipment capacity. The
goal of the study is to address
targeted cycle time objectives in a
start up Recording Head Wafer
manufacturing facility at Seagate
Technology, Minneapolis, MN. The
short product cycle time, coupled
with the competitive nature of the
disc drive industry, has made cycle
time reduction one of the most
important objectives of production
capacity planning. This paper
describes an equipment procurement
strategy in which static capacity
analysis is used to identify an initial
equipment set with a low slack
capacity variable on each tool group.
Simulation analysis is then used to
identify the critical tool groups that
contribute to cycle time delays. The
Seagate Industrial Engineering team
used the simulation analysis tool
Factory Explorer® from Wright
Williams & Kelly to perform the cycle
time reduction analysis. This targeted
approach is compared to the tradi-
tional static capacity planning
approach of globally applying
reserve capacity buffers of 20% or
more to achieve the same cycle time
reduction goal.  Overall, the targeted
approach has proven to be efficient
in terms of minimizing capital
equipment expenditures and also
effective on the factory floor.

1.    INTRODUCTION

In the competitive semiconduc-
tor industry, manufacturers
closely monitor their manufactur-

Navdeep S. Grewal, Seagate Technology
Alvin C. Bruska, Seagate Technology
Timbur M. Wulf, Seagate Technology

Jennifer K. Robinson, C2MS Productivity Solutions

Copyright 1998 IEEE.  Reprinted, with
permission, from Proceedings of the
1998 Winter Simulation Conference
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lower cost than the less efficient
approach of maintaining a large
global slack capacity variable
across all the tools.

Seagate made their latest expan-
sion of the wafer manufacturing
facility at Minneapolis, MN by
commissioning a new fab. One of
the key objectives assigned to the
Industrial Engineering capacity
planning group was to develop an
organized approach for
benchmarking the new fab cycle
time and purchasing equipment
capacity to meet the cycle time
objectives.  Seagate hired Wright
Williams & Kelly  (WWK) to
assist the Industrial Engineering
team in this effort. The analysis
tool was WWK�s  modeling
package. Factory Explorer®
(FX®) is an integrated software
package, capable of cost model-
ing, capacity analysis, and de-
tailed factory simulation. FX®
uses an Excel® spreadsheet as the
front end for loading data and
setting model parameters. This
integration with Excel® allows
users to exploit Excel®�s data
manipulation features when
storing data. Furthermore, it
reduces the model preparation
time significantly and simplifies
the modeling task, compared with
other user interfaces.

Creating a FX® model at
Seagate requires loading data into
several Excel® worksheets. One
worksheet contains the product
level information, including, for
each product, the product name,
start rate, default priority, lot size,
release pattern, and process flow
name. Another worksheet contains
tool group information, including,
for each tool group, number of
workstations, downtime param-
eters, dispatch rule, tool capital
cost, and minimum and maximum
load size.  Additional worksheets
contain step-level data for each
process flow defined in the model.
For each step, tool group, process-

Continued on page 13

Integrating... cont. from page 11
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maximum batch load size were set
per rules followed on the produc-
tion floor at each equipment
group. For the random failures,
mean time between failures and
mean time to repair were modeled
using an exponential distribution.
Maintenance events were modeled
with a constant distribution.
Factory shutdowns were not
modeled, nor were back-up tools
or alternate process paths. Key
modeling assumptions are summa-
rized in Table 1.

A base model was prepared with
start up equipment bought for the
new fab. Base runs were executed
at a low start rate to verify the
FX® simulation model. The base
model output reports were ana-
lyzed to assess key system perfor-
mance measures such as through-
put, cycle time and equipment
utilization. The fab loading was
then set to the minimum antici-
pated production volume level.
The three main performance
measures for verification were:
equipment count; equipment
utilization by category (e.g. off-
line % and busy %); and product
cycle time.

When analyzing capacity, FX®
first computes the available
capacity for each tool group by
downgrading the total scheduled
time by unscheduled downtime,
maintenance events, setups and
repairs. FX® then predicts an
estimated capacity loading %
value for each tool group that
represents the percentage of
available capacity at the tool
group that is currently being used
for production. (Chance, 1997).
The suggested tool quantity in

Table 1: Key Modeling Assumptions

ing time, and rework and scrap
parameters are defined.

METHODOLOGY

The simulation project was
divided into three modeling and
analysis phases.  Phase I involved
collecting model input data,
identifying critical system perfor-
mance measures, and preparing
the base model.  In Phase II, the
model was analyzed in detail by
reviewing the output reports. An
iterative method was then used in
Phase III to assess the equipment
capacity and develop an equip-
ment purchase plan that would
achieve cycle time goals for
various phases of the production
ramp.

Phase I

Phase I of the project included
data preparation activities such as
gathering equipment process times
from the time standard database
and obtaining engineering process
time estimates for new tools. A
single process flow (single
product) was modeled. Historical
equipment downtime data was
collected from the maintenance
group�s equipment resource
tracking system. To reduce the
complexity of the project, material
handling time between the stations
was excluded from the analysis.
Similarly, operators were not
modeled. Inline process yields,
rework data, and scrap data were
downloaded from the shop floor
control system. Setups were
minimized through application of
a setup avoidance dispatch rule. A
smaller wafer lot size was as-
sumed than the typical large size
lots used by semiconductor
manufacturers. Smaller lot sizes
make equipment utilization very
sensitive to batch load size. The
default dispatch rule was first in
first out (FIFO). The equipment
loading rule invoked combined
lots with the same recipes for
processing. The minimum or

http://www.wwk.com/fxqindex.html
http://www.wwk.com/fxqindex.html
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Figure 1: Example of Bottleneck Resource Chart

machine downtimes, rework, yield
and other non product value-
added times (Chance, 1997). After
analyzing the FX® capacity
analysis output reports, the base
model simulation runs were
executed.  Key system perfor-
mance measures tracked were tool
utilization, system throughput,
mean cycle time and queue delay
time at each workstation. The
average wafer cycle time pre-
dicted by the FX® simulation
analysis was compared for verifi-

Continued on Page 14
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Figure 2: Example of Cycle Time Contribution Chart

the Seagate�s spreadsheet static
capacity model estimates and by
comparing the model�s behavior
with actual shop floor data. The
global capacity loading factor for
all the tools was set at 85%.

The base model capacity analy-
sis was also used to estimate the
theoretical cycle time or �Raw
process cycle time�. Raw process
cycle time is defined as the total
time it takes to process a wafer
lot, independent of queuing times,

each group is then determined
such that the capacity loading %
value for the tool group stays
below a user-defined global
maximum loading (85% in this
case). Percentage capacity loading
in this study is considered to be
same as equipment utilization.
The user can either tell FX® to
use the suggested equipment
count, or can just use the calcu-
lated capacity loading number for
comparison purposes. If the
suggested quantities are used, the
FX® capacity analysis module
calculates the resources required
to support the wafer schedule,
while maintaining a maximum
capacity loading of 85% on any
tool group. This is very helpful in
identifying the resource require-
ments without needing simulation,
and also in avoiding unstable
simulation runs. The model can
also be loaded with actual tool
counts and the pre-simulation
capacity analysis used to refine
the model.

The base case model was used to
generate the tool list for the new
fab. The capacity analysis was run
and output data such as the
bottleneck resource chart were
reviewed to identify the capacity
constraints. A sample bottleneck
chart is shown in Figure 1, and
displays the results of the capacity
analysis, with top tools ranked by
overall capacity loading. This
chart illustrates the capacity usage
of each tool group, broken down
into free time, processing time,
and various components of down
time. The capacity analysis in
general helps in short-listing
alternative scenarios for subse-
quent detailed simulation analysis.
This report was also used for
model verification by comparing
the equipment downtime (Off-line
%) estimates against the observed
values. The model was further
validated and verified by compar-
ing the FX® tool counts against

Integrating... cont. from page 12
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Figure 4: Average Cycle Time Chart for Various Production Volume Levels
with 85% Capacity Loading.

cation against the factory cycle
time and throughput data.

The top cycle time equipment
contributors were identified by
reviewing the FX® report that
graphically represents the average
time spent in queue and in service
at each station. A sample is shown
in Figure 2. This report lists the
key tool groups that contribute to
the product cycle time, ranked in
order of cycle time delays. For
various reasons, these tools are
not always the bottleneck tools in
terms of capacity. For example,
although tool group BAS-02 is not
heavily loaded it still contributes
approximately one full day to the
total cycle time. Simulation
analysis helps to detect such cycle
time contributors. This informa-
tion sometimes leads to low-cost
cycle time improvement opportu-
nities. Instead of purchasing
additional equipment, batch
loading policies and dispatch rules
can perhaps be modified to lower
cycle time. This type of cycle time
and queue size analysis is beyond
the realm of pure static capacity
analysis. Typically, in a static
capacity analysis, the aforemen-
tioned tool would have never been
suspected of causing cycle time
delays because of its excess
capacity.

 2.2 Phase II

After validation and verification
of the base model were com-
pleted, the simulation software
was used to develop a capital
equipment plan for a moderate
factory production target. The
cycle time target was set between
two and three X, where X is the
theoretical cycle time of the
process.  A series of simulation
runs were performed for various
global equipment capacity loading
values. For each value, FX®
generated the required minimum
equipment set, and then ran the

simulation to estimate the corre-
sponding cycle time. Figure 3
shows the total equipment cost
and average cycle time for each
capacity loading value explored.

Equipment sets with higher
capacity loading values (e.g.,
90%) have lower total equipment
cost but longer cycle times
compared to equipment sets
planned with lower capacity
loading values such as 70%. The
main reason for this reduction in

cycle time is the addition of more
bottleneck servers at lower
capacity loading levels. Also, the
lower capacity loading equipment
sets have fewer one-of-a-kind
tools (tool groups containing only
a single server). Although the total
equipment cost is lower for the
higher capacity loading models,
the cycle times are significantly
longer, especially for factories
loaded above 85%. This data was
used to illustrate the system
behavior and to generate costs for

Integrating... cont. from page 13
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Figure 5: Cycle Time vs. Percent Capital Expenditure above the Base Capital
for Moderate Production Volume Level with 70% and 85% Initial Loading
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equipment sets with large amounts
of slack capacity applied to all tool
groups. The latter were used for
comparison with equipment sets
derived via the informed capacity
planning method studied in this
paper. Cycle times were also
observed to be lower for higher
production volume level factories.
This effect is shown in Figure 4,
which plots the average cycle time
against three production volume
levels. For each volume level, an
equipment set with 85% capacity
loading was generated and simula-
tion was run to estimate cycle
time.

The next step was targeted cycle
time reduction, starting with a
high capacity loading factory.
WWK, based on their experience
in a research project at a leading
integrated circuit manufacturer
(Fowler et. al., 1997), proposed to
use a heuristic optimization
method to reach an acceptable
solution. This heuristic required
multiple analysis passes. For each
pass, multiple candidate models
were developed and investigated
for cycle time reduction (Chance,
1996). The best candidate model
became the base model for the
subsequent simulation analysis.
The specific steps in the analysis
are shown below (from Chance,
1996):

Inputs: Production volume level,
Capacity loading percentage,
Budget Limit $ X Million.

Analysis Procedure:

1. Run Factory Explorer®
capacity analysis to create a
base model with minimum
cost tool set.

2. Run Factory Explorer®
simulation to estimate base
cycle time and total queue
delay time contribution by
tool group.

3. For each of the top five tool
groups in the base model
(ranked by contribution to
queue delay):

a) Starting with current base
model, add one tool to the
selected tool group to
form a candidate model.

b) Run FX® simulation to
estimate the cycle time for
the candidate model.

c) If the new cycle time is
statistically significantly
lower than the base cycle
time, compute the ratio of
cycle time reduction to
tool fixed cost.

4. For the candidate model with
the best (largest) reduction
per dollar ratio, record the
tool added and replace the
base model with the candi-
date model.

5. Go to Step 3 or terminate (a)
if the budget limit is reached
or (b) if no candidate model
results in a statistically
significant reduction in cycle
time.

Seagate investigated several
different production volume
levels, to plan for various points
in the production ramp of the
factory. Several different initial
capacity loading values were also
explored, to see how these dif-
fered in terms of the final recom-
mended tool set. For each of the
plans analyzed, the budget was
never exhausted and the heuristic
reached a stage when additional
tools did not result in any signifi-
cant reduction of cycle time. All
simulations were run for two
years, with a warm up period of
six months to clear model statis-
tics and minimize initialization
bias.

Phase III

The chart in Figure 5 depicts the
results of the cycle time optimiza-
tion heuristic performed for the
moderate production volume
level. The analysis was also
conducted for low and high
production volume levels. For all
levels, cycle time and total tool
expenditure were measured for
initial capacity loading values of
both 70% and 85%.

Continued on Page 16
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Key findings from this analysis
are summarized below:

� The equipment set generated
by starting with a global 85%
capacity loading resulted in
reasonable cycle times for all
the production volume levels
analyzed. This cycle time
could be improved by purchas-
ing additional high cycle time
contribution tools, as shown in
Figure 5.

� To achieve the average cycle
time objective of 3X days, total
equipment cost analysis was
performed  by using the two
approaches,  the aforemen-
tioned heuristic approach and
the �brute force method�  i.e.,
maintaining large slack vari-
able across all the tools.  When
the analysis was run with a
70% capacity loading, the first
iteration (with no extra tools)
resulted in a total tool cost of $
75.6 Million with an average
cycle time of 3X days. When
starting with an 85% capacity
loading and purchasing cycle
time contributing tools a
similar cycle time was
achieved at a much lower cost
of $ 71.5 Million � a net saving
of nearly $4 Million, as shown
in Figure 5.

� Regardless of which initial
capacity loading number is
used, this study shows that
using the analysis procedure
described in the previous
section leads to a much more
cost effective tool set than does
a �brute force� approach of
creating large  slack capacity
across  all tool groups. To
achieve an  average cycle time
of 2X days using the simula-
tion procedure described above
costs $ 9 Million less than it
would cost to reach 2X days by
the �brute force� method. This
is because cycle time does not

needed by applying more slack
capacity across all tools.
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drop to 2X until the suggested
loading is as low as 45% when
globally applied (Figure 3).
Overall, the most cost effective
informed strategy is planning a
minimal equipment tool set
with a high capacity loading
factor and then lowering the
cycle time by selectively
purchasing additional capacity.

� The graph in Figure 5 also
shows the cycle time reduction
achieved by adding more tools.
The smooth slope gradient
represents the achievement of
a cycle time limit beyond
which the addition of more
tools would not statistically
reduce the cycle time. A
substantial amount of capital
would have to be spent to
attain significant cycle time
reduction beyond 2X days.

3.  CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

This project provided Seagate
management with the information
needed to purchase cost-effective
equipment sets that could achieve
cycle time objectives at various
production volume levels. The
analysis was also helpful in
establishing the theoretical wafer
cycle time benchmark and in
predicting the average wafer cycle
time. More experiments could be
done to show cost savings by
planning capacity at a higher
capacity loading factor (e.g. 90%
or 95%) and then purchasing
additional equipment to reduce the
cycle time. The scope of the
project could also be expanded to
perform more detailed analysis by
including additional factors such
as labor constraints and hot lots.
This combined capacity and
simulation analysis technique,
targeted at high cycle time contri-
bution tools, saved Seagate a
significant amount of money by
recommending the purchase of
fewer tools than would have been
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Wright Williams & Kelly's Website has a new
look.  Visit us at http://www.wwk.com

Wright Williams & Kelly (WWK) has announced record third quarter revenues.
As WWK�s high tech customers have suffered from over capacity, the Asian
financial crisis, and sub-$1000 PC issues, they have steadily turned to WWK�s
software products and consulting services to assist in their cost reduction plan-
ning processes.

�Business conditions are forcing our customers to take a critical look at cost and
productivity,� states David W. Jimenez, WWK�s Vice President & General
Manager.  �Today�s capital budgets won�t allow high tech manufacturers to
spend their way out of capacity or cost problems.  WWK provides value-added
products and services to our clients that allow them to focus on the most cost
effective solutions to their manufacturing questions.  Our record revenues are a
clear indication of the industry�s recognition of this fact.�

WWK�s products include TWO COOL®, the industry standard cost of owner-
ship (COO) and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) modeling software; PRO
COOL®  for measuring costs and capacity of process modules, test cells, and
cluster tools; Factory Commander� for factory level cost and capacity analysis;

and Factory Explorer®, the industry�s only integrated cost, capacity, and simulation software package.
WWK�s services span the range from COO modeling for tool purchase recommendations and process
improvements to full factory analysis for optimized cost, WIP, and cycle time to worldwide, on-site Indus-
trial Engineering.

WWK Posts Record 3rd Quarter Revenues
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